Quality manufacturers have trusted Daubert Cromwell VCI products for more than 75 years to protect their valuable metal parts from corrosion.

Today, as companies seek ways to reduce costs yet maintain quality in all stages of manufacture, storage and shipment, Daubert Cromwell is there to offer them innovative solutions for complete corrosion control.

**The Most Complete VCI Product Line-up**

...from the Brand name Formula's You Trust

- **ALUMITEX**
- **COPPERTEX**
- **NOX-RUST**
- **ProtexWrap**
- **Silver Saver**
- **VAPOR WRAPPER**
- **FERRO-PAK**
- **POWER SHIELD**

**YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR EVERY VCI SOLUTION**

Effective Corrosion Preventive Packaging for Industry:
- Automotive
- Metalworking
- Aerospace
- Heavy Equipment
- Export Shipping
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Daubert Cromwell manufactures a wide range of VCI papers to accommodate specific packaging requirements. Whether a customer needs to protect parts for days or years, Daubert Cromwell has a product to meet that need. Nox-Rust®, Protek Wrap®, Ferro-Pak®, Ferro-Galv®, MPI and Univar® are among the brands manufacturers trust to provide superior protection for ferrous and non-ferrous metals. When the packaging must meet stringent military requirements, customers turn to the array of Daubert Cromwell papers on the military’s Qualified Product List for proven, reliable, highest quality corrosion protection.

Silver Saver® and Silver-Guard™ are unique in the packaging industry as the only anti-tarnish papers for protecting sensitive electronics, jewelry, coins, and noble metals. All Daubert Cromwell papers can be converted into sheets, bags, and wraps for individual parts; shrouds, covers and liners for large pieces or stacks of parts. The protected metals stay clean, dry, and ready to use during export, storage and in-process manufacturing.

**VCI FILMS**

Clear Pak®, Ferro-Film® and Metal-Guard® polyethylene films meet new demands for proven corrosion protection. Through volatilization and contact, the VCI chemicals integrally blended into the film protect metal parts against the corrosive effects of moisture, salt, and other contaminants. The inherent properties of film, combined with proprietary Daubert Cromwell corrosion inhibitor chemistry, result in products that are heat sealable, economical, and highly water resistant. Daubert Cromwell offers films that are designed specifically for ferrous metals, — including steel and cast iron — non-ferrous metals, plus nitrite-free formulations. All are transparent, strong, and tear-resistant, making them ideal for large and roughly handled packages. Films are available as sheeting, flat bags, gusseted bags, zipper bags, bonnets, and custom shapes.

**Stretch film and X-O Barrier Wrap**

VCI stretch film offers the handling ease of polyethylene with the corrosion protection of VCI chemistry. Choose from three types of X-O Wrap films — for ferrous metals, for multi-metals, and non-VCI film for general use. All recyclable.

Silver-Guard® Film

Packaging and storing precious silver in see-through recyclable Silver-Guard bags is the convenient, effective way to prevent tarnish.

**SPECIALTY VCI PACKAGING**

**Versil-Pak®**

Versi-Pak is a flexible, grease proof, waterproof barrier wrap for protecting underground piping in corrosive or severe environments. It works as a total barrier against high moisture, acidity, bacterial attack or galvanic attack, which contribute to pipeline corrosion. Versi-Pak® is made with a carefully selected fabric saturated and coated with a high adhesion adhesive wax, as well as a high barrier plastic film. It is designed to combine high tensile strength, good moldability, excellent dead-fold, and high dielectric strength.

**Daubrite® Emitters: Disks, Packets, Blocks & Chips**

Daubrite foam and disk emitters prevent corrosion in enclosed spaces – electrical boxes, control panels, telecommunications equipment, and more. When the corrosion-inhibiting vapors are released, they form an invisible barrier of VCI protection. Emitters are safe, easy to install, and last for years.

**Nox-Rust® Liquids and Coatings**

More than 20 different types of Nox-Rust liquids and coatings protect metals in lay-up and preservation applications, during and after hydrostatic testing and in all types of indoor/outdoor storage conditions.

**Rust Removers**

Evapo-Rust® and Premium Nox-Rust® Gel provide easy application and rust removal options for surface prep/pre-storage requirements.

In addition to the Chicago area headquarters, the company also has operations in China, Europe and Mexico coordinating global sales efforts throughout more than 116 countries worldwide.

A 30,000 sq. ft. addition is being added to the Illinois facility to support expansive new growth initiatives concentrated on core Technical, Service and R&D related functions.